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London Film Festival 2014: Mommy, Song of the Sea, A Little Chaos

Mommy 

Leading the ‘Dare’ category in the film festival, Mommy is a brave and powerful film that’s capable of
knocking all the breath out of your lungs. Tackling the impact of mental illness in a family, it features 
phenomenal acting, an unusual soundtrack and an inventive use of changing screen dimensions. 

The young and prodigiously talented Xavier Dolan presents the fifth directorial work of his already 
prolific career. Dolan has proved himself before as unafraid to tackle difficult topics and in Mommy 
he follows the life of single mother Diane (Anne Dorval), who is suddenly faced with having to home-
school her son Steve (Antoine-Olivier Pilon). Steve’s severe ADHD has meant that due to his erratic 
and dangerous behaviour, he’s just come out of a youth detention centre. The situation threatens to 
get out of control until the arrival of their neighbour Kyra (Suzanne Clément) offers a new chance for 
both mother and son to rebuild their lives. 

As the centre of the film, the relationship between Diane and Steve is a fascinating one. They’re 
close, with almost Oedipal undertones of possessive jealousy and a co-dependence that neither of 
them fully recognise. Pilon gives a powerhouse performance as the hypnotically charismatic Steve, a 
young man constantly teetering on a knife edge of unstoppable fury. Like a toddler unable to control 
their tired tears after too much excitement, Steve is always inadvertently pushing himself to an 
extreme that his mind cannot cope with. His mother Diane is a strong figure, keeping a capable face 
even whilst faced with a towering force of nature. The only frustratingly undeveloped character 
remains the mysterious Kyra, although perhaps that is intentional to retain focus on the main stars. 

Mommy’s greatest strength lies in the way that the film accurately portrays how mental illness 
affects both the person suffering from it and the people around them. Diane is torn between trying 
to be understanding of Steve’s insuppressible actions and a deep, uncontrollable resentment of the 
sacrifices that she herself has had to make. In the end though, the part that truly hits the hardest is 
the pain Diane feels as a mother of someone whose future is eroding away. 

Artistically, the film is also a triumph. The decision to change the film’s unusual 1:1 dimensions into 
widescreen for one pivotal sequence is inspired, whilst a modern soundtrack- including songs by 
Oasis and Dido- is oddly complementary. 

Mommy is definitely one of the stand-out films of the festival: a formidable piece of work that 
perfectly captures the difficulties of mental illness. As an impressive director who continues to forge 
a brilliant career, critics will surely await Xavier Dolan’s next work with baited breath.

Song of the Sea

Following on from the wonderful The Secret of Kells, Irish director Tomm Moore’s second animated 
feature Song Of The Sea is another film of impressive imagination. The visual style brings in new 
textures and the story is a touching look at familial relationships through fantastical ideas.

Based on an original story by Moore and written by Will Collins, the plot follows the young character 
of Ben (voiced by David Rawle) and his silent little sister Saoirse. Living by the sea with their widowed
father (Brendan Gleeson), mysterious events start to affect the pair and the children begin to realise 
that there might be some truth in the old fairy tales after all.

Like the best animators, Moore has found a way to make animation unique in his own style. 
Trademarks shown in his previous film include an endearing disregard for realistic artistic 
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perspective, but in this film the director also chooses to use a watercolour style for much of the 
background and objects of the film. Making the characters an exception in classic block colours, they 
stand out against the dreamy landscape- a perfect parallel with their new exposure to the fantastic in
their previously normal lives. An understated score accompanies the visuals in a way that 
complements the action without drawing attention to itself.

As a film that will be primarily marketed to the younger end of the age spectrum, it is not only 
genuinely funny but also teaches valuable lessons to children without once becoming preachy or 
patronising. Whilst hardly a new concept in children’s films, Song Of The Sea explores the idea of 
dealing with grief and more unusually, it also looks at the responsibility of being a sibling. They’re 
ideas handled in a touching way, involving relatable characters who are not immune from making 
mistakes.

Song Of The Sea is a worthy follow-up to the director’s first feature. Continuing on the reverence for 
Irish history and folk tales, this film chooses to intersperse the fantastical and beautiful with the 
importance of familial bonds. Ultimately it’s a movie that truly deserves to be seen by all: children 
will find it entertaining, adults will find it poignant and everyone will benefit from watching this 
quietly stunning film.

A Little Chaos

A Little Chaos is the newest directorial feature from actor Alan Rickman and is an eccentric period 
romance. Featuring witty dialogue by writer Alison Deegan, some standout performances and 
Rickman’s wry sense of humour, the film is often a fun watch despite its flaws.  

Set in 17th century France at the time of King Louise XIV, independent gardener Sabine De Barra (Kate
Winslet) begins work with landscape gardener André Le Notre (Matthias Schoenaerts) and eventually
finds herself in Versailles, introduced into the court of the king (Alan Rickman). Struggling to escape 
trauma in her past, she finds herself drawn to the quiet Le Notre whilst standing out as one who 
chooses not to match her new extravagant society. 

Despite its billing as a romance, the film’s sardonic wit in both the dialogue and the portrayal of the 
superficial court recommends A Little Chaos as a steady comedy too. Though we follows Sabine as a 
beacon of truth in a place full of artifice, the best scenes involve the most flamboyant characters. In 
particular, Stanley Tucci steals all of his scenes from under everyone else’s feet with his skills in 
portraying a ridiculously ostentatious figure and Alan Rickman’s deadpan delivery remains endlessly 
entertaining. 

The film is not without its problems, however. Although Sabine is supposed to stand out among 
society, her often anachronistic hair and costumes are a little distracting, whilst overlong scenes 
concerning her relationship with Le Notre have a tendency to drag. Also, a brilliant score by Peter 
Gregson has been edited in obtrusively loud at times, sadly dampening its effect. 

Alan Rickman’s feature A Little Chaos benefits from an impressive wit and a great cast, but suffers in 
other aspects. However, for lovers of period drama and a dry sense of humour the film has more 
than enough to entertain.
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